The "Overlander" is the answer to the demand for a genuine Airstream family cruising trailer at price savings made possible by standardized line production methods. (No modifications are possible except for stated permissible extras.)

- Embrying the newest popular custom built features, the "Overlander" regularly sleeps four, expandable to six by addition of two bunk beds over twins. Airfoam twin beds are rectangular (no curved ends). Their location gives the interior a feeling of extra spaciousness. Modern dry floor bathroom in new rear location, handy to bedroom, provides separate shower, toilet and surprisingly large lavatory so convenient that easy sponge baths can be easily taken when running water is not available. Rear wardrobe convenient to bath. Privacy provided by handy sliding door. Convenient galley has combination ice-electric refrigerator off floor at eye level.

- See the "Overlander" for substantial savings without sacrificing conveniences. A luxurious standard "Airstream" model ideal for family vacation travel.

* Permissible extra at additional cost.